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課程概述  Course Description 

We read dialogues which provide samples of conversational modern language used in everyday 

situations. The amount of Grammar used in the dialogues is sufficient to give students the initial  

confidence required to start comunicating in Russian. Many phrases, which are essential in everyday 

conversation in Russian, are based on complex grammar rules. It is better for the student to learn 

how to use these phrases in spoken Russian without analyzing their grammar content, e.g. phrases 

using perfective imperatives, phrases using specific cases of nouns and adjectives, other frequently 

used phrases. Elements of grammar which are covered by the text and grammatical exercises in this 

book are as follows: verbs in the imperfective, verbs in the perfective (most essential verbs only), 

selected cases of nouns, possessive pronouns and adjectives, personal pronouns (all cases), the use of 

imperfective and perfective verbs in past and future tenses. 

The course will serve as the basis for further Russian studies and for the development and 

improvement of speaking skills, when more difficult texts containing more complicated grammar 

and vocabulary.  

The contents of each lesson and of the course as a whole are arrange in a definite sequence, which 

rules out any “unexpected” difficulties in the formation of language skills and habits. 

 

 

 

課程目標  Course Objectives  

To develop elementary language skill – namely those in understanding spoken Russian, and speaking 

and reading within the limits of the topics dealt with in the lessons – on the basis of the assimilated 

grammar and vocabulary; 

To  learn students how to talk on everyday topics (“My family”, “Work and studies”, “My friend”, 

My favorite Pastime”, “Cinema”, etc.), to speak about himself, his family, friends, work, studies, art, 

cinema, and to understand short and long texts on these topics read by a native Russian speaker. 

 

課程要求  Requirements 

 

參考書目（教科書）Textbook and References  

 1



1. Yuzvik T.  Everyday conversations (75 everyday conversations in modern Russian plus 

more than 150 useful grammar exercises). Moscow, 2001. 

2. Krivonosov A.D., Ped'kina T.U. "I know and love the Russian verbs" (verbs of motion). 

Moscow, 1999. 

 

 

評量方式  Grading   

 

 

進度  Syllabus  

 

第 1 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Conjugation of verbs in the Present tense. Exercises.  

第 2 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Constructions using the infinitive form NUZNO, MOZNO, 

NEL'ZA plus infinitive.  Exercises. 

第 3 週 Reading dialogues. Exercises. 

第 4 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Verbs of motion. Verbs of motion  without prefixes. 

Exercises. 

第 5 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Verbs of motion. Verbs of motion  without prefixes. 

Exercises. 

第 6 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Sentences with DAVAI(TE). The verb NAZIVATSA. 

Ordinal numerals. Exercises. 

第 7 週 We will watch the Russian film “Russian Arc＂. Discussion. 

第 8 週  Reading dialogues. Grammar. Phrases with inperatives. Nouns in the Genetive case. 

Sentences with adverbs. Exercises. 

第 9 週  （Mid-term exam）   

第 10 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Agreement of nouns and adjectives in gender and number. 

Exercises. 

第 11 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Verbs of motions with prefixes. How to find out the 

direction of movement. Exercises. 

第 12 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Verbs in the imperatives. Expressing the date. Exercises. 

第 13 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Verbs in the perfective (most essential verbs only), selected 

cases of nouns, possessive pronouns and adjectives (mainly in the singular). Exercises. 

第 14 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Personal pronouns (all cases). How to say a quantity. 

Exercises. 

第 15 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. How to convey the person who is the object of an action (the 

Accusative case). Exercises. 

第 16 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Verbs of motion. Revision exercises. 

第 17 週 Reading dialogues. Grammar. Verbs in the past tense.  The verb BIT' in the past tense. 
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The constraction U MENA BIL. . Revision exercises. 

第 18 週  Reading dialogues.  Sentences  in the past tense with adverbs. Revision exercises. 

 


